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Please take our poll!
https://www.govote.at/
code: 28-43-39
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Last chance for the poll!
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Don’t forget to take our poll!
https://www.govote.at/
code: 20-91-13
What we’ll discuss
1. DH: Context and 
course
2. The Study
3. The Technology
I think digital humanities is...
1. computer-assisted, quantitative analysis of text
2. “whatever we make it to be”
3. a flash in the pan
4. domain-specific
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Last chance for the poll!
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code: 20-91-138 43 39

Susan Hockey’s Beginnings
1949-early 1970s
 ….... Disciplinarity ……. Interdisciplinarity ………… Interdisciplinarities ………
SGML
Graphical User Interface
Visualization 
Spatialization
Hypercard

Hockey’s Era of the Internet
Archaeology
http://www.u.arizona.edu/~mlittler/ 
William G. Thomas, III:
 Digital History 1, 2, 3 
Steve Mintz: Stages
 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 
 Critical Interdisciplinarity


Literary Studies

Senior and Honors Seminar Winter 2014: 
The Digital Turn in English Studies
“The computer has revolutionized the way we work, study, 
communicate, and play. We will explore its impact on the 
English major in an overview of new content and approaches in 
literary and cultural studies, composition and rhetoric, and 
media studies.”
• shift from Humanities 1.0 to Humanities 2.0
• emergence of new objects and subjects
• digital texts and collections
• changing nature of authoring and reading
 • digital literacy and learning
• electronic literature
 • new forms of scholarly communication
Shift from 
Service Model 
to Partnership
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Collaboration
It all started with “The Yellow Wall-Paper...”
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The Study
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Reading Online
What do students think?
Distinct, Thought-Provoking...
● Reading online does not support deep, concentrated reading required for the 
humanities.
○ (Baron 2014)
● The “ever present screen”--screen can be seen as between the reader and the 
text, reflecting the world around and not the text
○ (Rose, 2011)
Recurring themes...
● For extended reading, students prefer print texts.
○ (Noordhidawati & Gibb 2008; Keller 2012)
● For fact finding or locating relevant information, e-books are preferred.
○ (Levine-Clark 2006; Noordhidawati & Gibb 2008; Keller 2012; Revelle 2012; Cull 2011)
● Students report that they learn more from print.
○ (Ji, Michaels, & Waterman 2014; Woody, Daniel & Baker 2010)
● Students feel more “connected” to a print text
○ (Rose 2011; Hoseth & McLure 2012)
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What formats do you use to read 
electronic texts?
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Types of Texts read electronically
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What formats do you prefer for 
reading the following types of 
texts?
Last chance for our poll!
https://www.govote.at/
code: 28-43-39
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Survey Results
I was significantly 
more engaged in the 
electronic text.
With the print version 
I was able to see the 
whole page at once.
I personally am old-
fashioned and like reading 
everything on paper. I like 
the physicality in my hands 
because (as weird as this 
sounds) I feel like I am 
more engaged with the 
text.
The main difference between 
reading on the page and reading 
on my computer is the factor of 
distraction. I find it incredibly 
difficult to read an entire story 
without taking a pause to check 
my email, browse Netflix, google 
without restraint and so on.
I liked being able to hold on 
to the pages, to color code 
by highlights, and to add 
notes in the margins.
I feel like I can actually 
READ a hard copy, but I 
have to WORK with a 
digital text.
I find the eText 
version pleasing to 
the eye, even on a 
screen. The digital 
transfer of the 
original material 
appears to have 
been handled with a 
lot more care than 
much of the stuff 
you’ll find on Google 
Books.
BLOG RESPONSES
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The Tech
This is what we often 
think we need: This is what we have:
And that’s okay!
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Reading
link to “The Yellow Wall-Paper”
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Blogs: Feelings Towards e-Texts
Positive Experience
10/15, 67%
Neutral Experience
1/15, 7%
Negative Experience
4/15, 27%
“Overall, I enjoyed using the 
eTextReader, despite having a 
general preference for print.”
Analysis
link to “The Yellow Wall-Paper”
“If the annotations 
were private this 
would be an amazing 
resource for me.”
“textual analysis...was 
incredibly useful in looking 
at the text in a statistical 
way.  It provided insight into 
the reading that one would 
have to spend a lot time 
finding otherwise.”
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“If I manage to 
get used to the 
system, I think it 
would allow me 
to delve deeper 
into readings.”
“It [textual analysis] gave 
me insight...better 
understanding of the story 
and her [Charlotte 
Perkins] style.”
“Statistical analysis of a 
text...result in an 
avalanche of information 
of, at best, dubious 
relevance.”
“It [annotations] 
creates a bit more 
intimacy with the 
digital version rather 
than just staring at a 
screen...”
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Conclusions
Crossing Boundaries
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Questions?
Thank You!
Julie Thompson Klein, ad5820@wayne.edu
Judith Arnold, judith.arnold@wayne.edu
Graham Hukill, graham.hukill@wayne.edu 
Wayne State University
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